
Test de trabajo en equipo 

1. I consider myself as a meticulous person and I note down every appointment in a calendar 

 I only do it when I think I can forget  

 Yes, I always note down the important appointments in my calendar 

 No, I do not even have a calendar. 

 

2. I don’t consider myself superior to other people 

 I consider myself superior only to those with an inferior personality 

 I think I have better virtues than the people around me. 

 Superiority to other people is not important for me 

 

3. I don’t like imposing things to other people nor being imposed by others 

 Yes, impositions are not positive 

 I don’t care about impositions to people 

 No, I think they are important 

 

4. I usually have visit cards with me 

 I don’t have visit cards 

 No, they are not important for me 

 Yes, I always have some with me 

 

5. I try and achieve to avoid my problems whenever I can 

 I try but many times I’m not able to 

 No, I cannot forget my problems 

 Yes, it is very important for me to separate personal and professional lives.  

 

6. I wake up everyday in a different mood, one day I wake up feeling strong, and the next one 

feeling weak 

 No, I usually wake up in a good mood 

 Yes, in that sense, everyday is different for me 

 I only wake up feeling strong when the day starts with good news 

 

7. I usually propose alternatives when talking to a person with which I don’t agree 

 No, I usually go against everything that is imposed to me 

 I prefer not arguing but, if I am right, I defend it until the end 

 Yes, I like commenting and analysing different alternatives. 

 

 

8. I am totally compromised to other people 

 No, I don’t usually compromise to anyone 

 Yes, I get compromised easily 

 My compromises are usually not total 

 

 

9. I am a person with very clear and fixed ideas 

 Yes, but I can change them according to the circumstances 

 Yes, I usually have very clear ideas 

 No, I usually follow the others 

 

 

10. I usually act correctly, according to good habitudes of which I feel proud 



 No, I don’t think habitudes are important 

 Sometimes I follow acquired habitudes, sometimes I don’t 

 Yes, habitudes are very important for me 

 

11. My compromise towards other people is total 

 No, I don’t usually get compromises with anyone 

 My compromise is not usually total 

 Yes, I get compromises easily 

 

12. I only stop working in the case of force majeure 

 I think resting is only necessary and good when deserved. 

 No, I usually take appropriate resting times 

 Yes, I consider myself as a hard worker 

 

13. I often feel worried 

 Yes 

 No 

 Sometimes 

 

14. I like watching documentaries and debates on TV 

 No, I don’t like watching TV 

 Yes, but I like all kind of TV programs, as well as debates and documentaries 

 Yes, I prefer documentaries to quizzes and shows 

 

15. I have very fixed ideas 

 Yes, I usually have fixed ideas 

 No, I usually follow others 

 Yes, but I can change them depending on circumstances 

 

16. I need my friends more than they need me 

 No, they usually ask me for more advice than I do 

 It is almost the same both ways 

 Yes, friends are very important for me 

 

17. I like doing what I want and when I want 

 No, that’s not necessary for me 

 I would like to do it more often than I do 

 Yes, I don’t like others telling me what I have to do 

 

18. I always have all my daily activities planned 

 I usually have them planned, but I change them easily 

 Yes, it is important for me to know first hand the whole day plan 

 No, plans arise and change during the day 

 

19. I usually feel lonely 

 No, I don’t usually feel lonely 

 I feel it very often 

 Yes, even if I am among my friends and family 

 

20. The goal of the work I do helps me to keep working 

 No, I work everyday without focusing in my goals 

 The goal isn’t my main concern 

 Yes, I make daily efforts for achieving the goal 

 

21. Some of my friends love me and accept me as I am, and others hate me 

 Yes, some of them love me, other hate me 

 No 



 I only have friends that love and accept me 

 

22. I prefer being in contact with open and communicative people 

 No, I don’t mind how the others are 

 Yes, relationships with other people are very important for me 

 I prefer being in contact with polite people with whom I can talk, but that is not very 

important for me 

 

23. I prefer not criticizing proposals made by work colleagues 

 No, I usually criticize my colleagues 

 Critics at work are not positive 

 Yes, I never criticize my colleagues 

 

24. I always have paper and a pen with me 

 No, I don’t usually have them with me 

 I prefer having my cell phone or any other electronic device 

 Yes, they are essential for me 

 

25. I consider that other people’s work cannot be put on the same level as machine work 

 Personal work is much more human 

 No, people work as machines 

 Yes, people can make human mistakes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


